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Abstract—High-performance multi-core software typically uses
concurrent data structures. Tests for such data structures have
significantly smaller state spaces than the entire software, making
it feasible to model check them. However, dynamic memory
allocations on the heap complicate the use of standard fixed-
length state vectors.
In this paper, we introduce dtree, a concurrent compression
tree data structure that compactly stores variable-length states
while allowing partial state reconstruction and incremental up-
dates without concretising states. It supports describing a state
as a tree, allowing direct modeling of the heap.
We implemented dtree in DMC, our multi-core model checker.
We show that its performance approaches that of state-of-the-art
model checkers for fixed-length states. For models with variable-
length states, dtree is up to 2.9 times faster.
I. INTRODUCTION
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High-performance concurrent
software is complex to write and
even harder to reason about. The
more threads run in parallel, the
more different interleavings are
possible, easily causing trillions
of reachable program states.
Programmers want to make sure
that they are valid, i.e. none
represent an error due to stack
overflows, buffer overruns, null
pointer dereferences, or other
erroneous memory operations. This is a daunting task,
currently unfeasible for large programs.
However, high-performance concurrent software usually has
a number of individual components that could be tested using
“only” billions of states. Data structures such as concurrent
queues, stacks, and heaps are such components. Tests for them
can be added to a continuous integration pipeline: revisions of
components can be model checked by exploring the entire state
space of these tests. It might be feasible to prove that a passing
test suite implies an absence of bugs in the data structure itself,
depending on the test. A passing suite of tests at least lowers
the chance of the existence of a bug and improves confidence,
without any additional manual intervention.
Figure 1 shows how a model checker interacts with a model.
In our case, a model would be one of these concurrent compo-
nents. The search core can employ any search algorithm, for
example depth-first search or breadth first search. These can
be single-threaded, multi-threaded, or even distributed.
A. State storage component
Between model and model checker is an API. Using this
API, a model can upload states to the model checkers. These
states are then stored in the state storage. Since software states
can include a large heap, we want to avoid sending entire states
back and forth over the API. Thus, the design of the API has
a significant influence on the features-set and requirements of
the underlying storage component.
In this paper we will define an API that sends a unique
integer in lieu of a complete state, allowing optimized access
to the storage component. Furthermore, we determine the
following requirements on a state storage component:
R1 It needs to be able to handle vectors of variable lengths.
The memory usage of software, data structures included,
will vary throughout its execution.
R2 We want to support multi-threaded search cores, so the
state storage has to be thread-safe.
R3 Access to parts of states is needed, since small changes
in a sizable vector should not yield sending an entirely
new vector through the API.
R4 Since the state space can be significantly large, many
vectors need to be stored, so it should compress the stored
vectors to lower memory usage.
In this paper we introduce dtree, a vector storage data
structure that adheres to these requirements: it is concurrent,
compresses vectors, can handle variable-length states and pro-
vides partial reconstruction of a stored state and incremental
updates to states without the need for reconstructing the entire
state. We implemented dtree as part of the DMC Model
Checker. We are actively improving DMC and dtree is the
first part to be completed.
We compare DMC using dtree to LTSmin and SPIN using
a number of models from the BEEM database. In this setting
of fixed-length states, dtree cannot show its advantage and can
only approach the compression and performance of LTSmin.
DMC beats SPIN in both performance and compression.
To showcase the potential of dtree, we also compare it
to other storage components in the setting of variable-length
states. We implemented a number of models that use heap
memory dynamically. Here, dtree is able to perform up to 2.9
times faster using less memory.
This research is part of ongoing efforts towards a software
model checker in a continuous integration pipeline to check
vital concurrent components.
II. BACKGROUND
Hash maps are data structures that are used to map a key to
a value. Usually the domain of keys is large. A hash function
can be used to project the domain of keys to a smaller domain.
Using this projection, the key and value can be placed into
an array at the location (bucket) the projection specified for
that key. An empty bucket is described by the empty-value,
typically 0, meaning the empty-value cannot be used as key.
In this paper we use a concurrent hash map [1] to map 64-bit
values (word) to 32-bit values (hword) and vice versa using
the following API:
hword findOrPut(word data)
word get(hword idx)
A. Model checking
Model checking is a technique to determine if a system sat-
isfy certain properties. In the case of software model checking,
such properties could be that the system (the software) does
not crash, for example due to invalid memory operations.
To answer this, the model checker traverses the entire state
space of the system, starting at an initial state. From that initial
state the model checker queries the model to produce successor
states using a next state function. The model is then queried
for successors for the states resulting from that, et cetera. The
traversal is complete when there are no more states of which
successor states need to be determined.
During exploration of the state space, the model checker
could reach the same state using different paths. This means
we have already visited that state and do not need to visit it
again. In order to know this, a model checker must store the
states. The contribution of this paper, dtree, is one such state
storage.
III. RELATED WORK
To verify software there are other approaches than state
space exploration. For example, one can do static analysis.
With static analysis the code is analyzed and attempted to be
proved correct. Usually the prover needs significant guidance,
especially with loops, in order to be able to reason about
the code. It is not a technique that lends itself to be part of
continuous integration without a lot of extra manual labor.
Other approaches use abstractions and invariants to prove
that errors are not reachable. In CEGAR [2] and its successor
PDR [3], the abstraction is gradually refined based on found
counter-examples, until an inductive invariant is found that
proves absence of errors.
A. Related state space exploration tools
LTSmin [6] is a model checker with multi-core [7] (up
to 64 threads), distributed [8] and symbolic implementations.
These implementations share a common interface: PINS, the
Partitioned Next-State Interface, akin to the API in fig. 1.
PINS does not lend itself well for software, because it requires
the complete state to be available when the model is asked
for successor states. To mitigate this, LTSmin can use a
projection [6] on the state such that only changed parts are
Table I Requirement comparison of storage components.
Storage R1 R2 R3 R4
cchm [1] X X X
treedbs [4] X X
Compact Tree [5] X X
dtree X X X X
copied. However, the projection requires static information on
which parts of the state are touched, which is not guaranteed
available in software due to the dynamic nature of heap
memory and spawning threads dynamically. An LLVM front-
end [9] for LTSmin uses the much slower and uncompressed
chunk table to model heap memory, also lacking projection.
SPIN [10] is an explicit-state model checker for Promela
models. They support a dynamic number of processes by
having a variable length root state. Moreover, they have a
state compression method COLLAPSE [11]: instead of fully
storing all combinations of components in the root state, the
state of the components themselves are stored and mapped to
a unique ID, and that ID is stored in the root state instead.
Thus, a state is a tree of states: a root state and the process
states. SPIN supports a number of search algorithms, among
which is parallel BFS up to 63 threads.
DIVINE [12] is an explicit-state model checker for LLVM
IR assembly code [13]. It uses a graph to model the stack and
heap. We currently cannot compare to DIVINE, because DMC
as a whole is not feature-complete enough.
B. Related state storage components
Table I lists a number of state storage components. One
way to store variable-length states is using a concurrent hash
map[1], where each state is stored uncompressed. We will refer
to this implementation as cchm: concurrent chaining hash map.
The multi-core implementation of LTSmin has two state
storage components of interest to us: treedbs [4] and Compact
Tree [5]. Compact Tree is an evolution of treedbs, where a
Cleary table [14] is used for its root map. They only support
fixed-length vectors, so they do not adhere to R1. Neither
support a -1 value as this maps to the empty-value in their
hash map (all values are incremented by 1 before they are
inserted into the hash map). They also do not provide access
to parts of the states (R3). To identify states, they use a 64-bit
integer (Compact Tree) and an 푛-bit integer (treedbs), where
푛 can be chosen up to 64 bit. Our compression tree is based
on treedbs.
C. treedbs: concurrent compression tree by Laarman
Even though we base the design of our dtree on treedbs,
we diverge on a number of crucial points in order to meet the
requirements mentioned in section I. Since treedbs supports
only fixed-length vectors, there is no need to remember the
length of each individual vector. We do need to remember
the length of each vector (R1). Furthermore, we extend the
capabilities of the compression tree to store and reconstruct
only parts of states in order to avoid needlessly sending entire
vectors though the API (R3). We also add support for storing
a -1 value.
IV. DMC MODEL CHECKER
To adhere to R3, we implemented a model checker, DMC,
such that we can define the API between model and model
checker. We defined the API such that it is not needed to send
entire states when only parts are read or written.
Given the structure of a model checker as described in
fig. 1, let us describe a search core in Listing 1. The model M
implements the following API:
StateID getInitialState() # first state
StateID[] getNextStates(StateID s) # next states
StateID is an integer, up to 64 bits wide. This is different
from PINS, which requires that the entire state is available.
An hword is a 32-bit integer. The basic search core requests
(line 5) successor states from states in the to-visit queue (line
4) while there are states in the to-visit queue (line 3). States
that have not been visited yet are added to the to-visit queue
in line 6.
The model M uploads states to the model checker MC using
the following API:
1 StateID insert(StateSlot[])
2 StateID delta( StateID s, hword offset
3 , StateSlot[] deltaV)
4 StateSlot[] get(StateID s)
5 StateSlot[] get( StateID s, hword offset
6 , hword length)
StateSlot is a 32-bit wide integer. The first insert()
uploads an entire vector and is typically only used in
getInitialState(). The second insert() is used to
upload a state based on a previous state s, with delta written
at offset. This is typically used in getNextStates().
get() returns (part of) a state.
Listing 2 illustrates the API with an example of four
counters that count from 0 to 9 and then loop back to 0. The
size of the state space is 104.
Within the DMC core, these functions are passed directly on
to the state storage back-end S. For example MC.insert()
will just call S.insert().
Listing 1 A basic search core.
1 S = {M.getInitialState()}
2 Q = S
3 while(!Q.isEmpty()) {
4 StateID s = Q.pop()
5 N = M.getNextStates(s)
6 Q.push(N \ S)
Listing 2 A model with four counters counting from 0 to 9
and then wrap to 0. The size of the state space is 104.
1 StateID getInitialStates()
2 return MC.insert({0, 0, 0, 0});
3
4 StateID[] getNextStates(StateID s)
5 StateID[] = {}
6 for i in {0,1,2,3} {
7 StateSlot v = MC.get(s, i, 1);
8 v = (v + 1) % 10;
9 MC.delta(s, i, {v});
Fig. 2 The layout of the hash map after inserting abcd and
abcdef . The reuse of entries makes the compression possible.
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V. DTREE
dtree is an implementation of such a state storage back-
end. Our approach expands on Laarman’s [15] in that we
support arbitrarily sized vectors and in fact we optimized
the compression scheme for memory allocation. Furthermore,
we take advantage of the capability of inserting vectors of
arbitrary lengths by introducing the notion that a state is in
fact a tree comprised of a root state with many sub-states as
nodes in the tree. This tree-structure can be seen in for example
a memory heap. This chapter explains how we achieved this.
A. Inserting a vector StateID insert(StateSlot[])
As with treedbs [15], the underlying storage of the tree is a
hash map that maps a 64-bit value to some unique 32-bit value
and vice versa. This makes use of a concurrent hash map as
explained in section II: when inserting 64-bit values, we get
back an index where it was inserted. For a hash map with up
to 232 buckets, we can store this index in a 32-bit value.
When we insert a vector, we first insert each 64-bit segment
of the vector, then concatenate the resulting 32-bit values to
64-bit values and insert those in the same manner, until we
have a single value. Figure 2 illustrates this. When we insert
abcd , where each character is a 32-bit value, we first insert
ab , which maps to some 32-bit value, say 1 , and then cd ,
which maps to 2 . Then we insert 12 , which is mapped to 3 .
The compression is obtain by the fact that mappings are
only inserted once. If we add a vector abcdef , we would not
need to add ab and cd . In fact, we would only need to add
ef and its parent node 34 , assuming ef mapped to 4 .
Note that the vector is split in such a way that the left part
of a node leads to the largest power of two that is smaller
than the vector. The right part leads to the remainder. We can
use this fact as an efficient way of doing memory allocation
during our modeling: the existing data is not copied, only the
new part needs to be inserted.
B. Reconstructing vectors StateSlot[] get(StateID s)
Now that we can insert vectors in a compressed way, we
need to be able to reconstruct them again. To do this, we need
to know the length of the vector we are trying to reconstruct,
otherwise the identifier could map to any vector along its tree.
For example 8 might map to 37 , 127 , 1246 , for lengths 2,
3 and 4 respectively.
We solve this by reserving 24 bits in the StateID for
the length. This leaves 40 bits for the index, resulting in the
support for 240 states of maximally 226 − 1 bytes in length.
A model checker needs to know if a state was inserted
already to be able to avoid visiting a state twice. This is
to avoid doing exploration work that has already been done.
For example, in fig. 2 we added two states, but we did not
explicitly add 124 , yet it can be mapped to. If the model
checker comes across a new state 124 , it would wrongly
conclude it has already been visited.
To solve this, we will introduce a separate hash map for root
nodes. This is a similar approach Laarman et al use nowadays
in LTSmin. The root hash map maps an 푛-bit value to a 64-bit
value. We require 푛 ≤ 40 because the StateID has 40 bits
reserved for the index. The 64-bit value is formed by the two
32-bit indices into the data map.
Figure 4 depicts what this looks like in practice. Note that
we changed the depiction of the mapping in the tree. The
earlier one made the explanation of compression easier, but
this depiction makes the mappings more apparent.
C. In more detail
The code in Listing 3 describes what we just witnessed
by example in more detail. We use |V| to denote the
number of hwords in V. We concatenate vectors using
+, e.g. {a} + {b} = {a,b}. We index vectors using
[], e.g. {a,b,c}[1] = b. The code V[s..e] means
the sub-vector of V that starts at s and ends at e, ex-
clusive. With e omitted, it means the end of V, e.g.
{a,b,c}[1..] = {b,c}.
Lines 9–20 contain a recursive function to insert vectors.
The first call to insert() has isRoot set to true. Root
states up to length 2 are stored directly in the rootmap (line
12). Data of one hword is simply returned as index (line 14)
and data of length 2 is inserted into the data map (line 16).
Line 17 determines the largest power of two smaller than the
length of the vector. Line 18–19 deconstruct the left and right
side of the state. We then insert the combination of obtained
indices into the map and return the resulting StateID.
Listing 3 The pseudo code to store a state into the tree and give
back a StateID, using the hash map described in section II.
1 struct StateID
2 word idx:40 # Index of the vector (40 bits)
3 word length:24 # Length of the vector (24 bits)
4
5 word insert2(word V, bool isRoot)
6 hashmap map = (isRoot ? rootMap : dataMap)
7 return V == 0 ? 0 : map.findOrPut(V)
8
9 StateID insert(hword[] V, bool isRoot = true)
10 if(|V| <= 2)
11 if(isRoot)
12 return {insert2(V, true), |V|}
13 else if(|V| == 1)
14 return {V[0], 1}
15 else if(|V| == 2)
16 return {insert2({V[0], V[1]}, false), 2}
17 leftLength = 2blog2 |푉 |c
18 lID = insert(V[0..leftLength], false)
19 rID = insert(V[leftLength..], false)
20 return {insert2({rID,lID}, isRoot), |V|}
Listing 4 The pseudo code to obtain a state using a StateID
out of the tree, using the hash map described in section II.
1 hword[] construct(hword idx, hword length)
2 if(length == 1)
3 return {idx}
4 if(idx == 0)
5 return {00, ..., 0length-1 }
6 {lID,rID} = dataMap.get(idx)
7 if(length == 2) {
8 return {lID, rID}
9 leftLength = 2blog2 lengthc
10 return construct(lID, leftLength)
11 + construct(rID, length-leftLength)
12
13 hword[] get(StateID id, bool isRoot = true)
14 if(!isRoot)
15 return constuct(id.idx, id.length)
16 {lID,rID} = rootMap.get(id)
17 if(id.length <= 2)
18 return node
19 leftLength = 2blog2 id.lengthc
20 return construct(lID, leftLength)
21 + construct(rID, id.length - leftLength)
When inserting (parts of) a vector, we map 00 to index 0.
This gives us the nice property that an index of 0 can map to
any number of 0’s and can yield faster reconstruction. This
also avoids the limitation of treedbs and Compact Tree of not
supporting -1, because we handle the empty-value (0), in this
special way.
The code in Listing 4 describes how to obtain a vector using
its unique StateID. Lines 13–19 contain the function get()
that performs that operation. In line 15 we handle the scenario
where get() is called for a non-root state, more on that later.
In line 16 we obtain the root entry given the StateID id,
containing the node in the tree to continue reconstructing the
vector. In line 18 we handle the scenario that the vector is of
length 2 or smaller, in which case the vector is fully contained
in node. Line 19 determines the largest power of two smaller
than the length of the vector we are reconstructing. In lines
20 and 21 we call construct for the left part and right part
of the vector.
Lines 1–11 form the code for the construct function that
inserts the vector in the dataMap. Here we insert the data
for non-root nodes of root-states as well as all the nodes of
non-root states. Because for non-root states it is not necessary
to remember whether they have been visited or not, we can
insert them completely into the dataMap.
In line 3, if a vector of length 1 is to be constructed, we
simple return the idx. In line 5, if a vector is requested that
contains only 0’s, we return exactly that as that is what index
0 means, since 0 maps to any number of 0’s. In line 6 we
obtain the node that idx points to. If we are actually looking
for a vector of length 2, we return exactly that in line 8. In
line 9 we determine the largest power of two smaller than the
length of the current vector. In lines 10 and 11 we recursively
call construct for the left part and right part of the vector.
Fig. 3 The delta-vector gh is applied at offset 2 to abcdef from fig. 2. The end result is shown in fig. 4.
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D. Delta updates
The tree compression becomes more interesting when com-
bined with incremental changes or delta updates. Instead of
inserting an entirely new vector, delta updates take an existing
StateID, an offset and a vector D, then insert only the
changed parts of the vector. This is achieved by recursively
evaluating whether the delta affects the sub-tree or not.
Without delta updates, to perform an incremental change to
a state would be as follows.
1 hword[] V = get(source)
2 V[offset..(offset + |D|)] = D
3 StateID newState = insert(H, V)
First we obtain the complete state (1), apply the change (2)
and upload the changed vector again (3). This can be much
more efficient using a delta update:
StateID newState = delta(source, offset, deltaV)
Here we simply indicate we desire a new state, based on the
previous state source, but with deltaV written at offset.
Listing 5 The pseudo code to apply a delta to a vector.
1 StateID delta( StateID id, hword offset
2 , hword[] D, bool isRoot = true)
3 if(|D| == 0) return id
4 if(isRoot)
5 {lID,rID} = rootMap.get(id.idx)
6 else if(id.length == 1)
7 return D[0]
8 else
9 {lID,rID} = dataMap.get(id.idx)
10 map = (isRoot ? rootMap : dataMap)
11 if(id.length <= 2)
12 if(|D| == 2)
13 return map.findOrPut(D[0..2])
14 else if(offset == 0)
15 return map.findOrPut({D[0],rID})
16 else #offset == 1
17 return map.findOrPut({lID,D[1]})
18 hword leftL = 2blog2 id.lengthc
19 if(offset < leftL)
20 hword leftD = leftL - offset
21 {lID,_} = delta( {lID, leftL}, offset
22 , D[0..leftD], false)
23 if(leftD < |D|)
24 {rID,_} = delta( {rID, id.length-leftL}
25 , 0, D[leftD..], false)
26 else
27 {rID,_} = delta( {rID, id.length-leftL}
28 , offset - leftL, D, false)
29 return {map.findOrPut({rID,lID}), id.length}
Fig. 4 StateID: a unique 푛-bit index together with length.
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Thus, delta updates save 1) the reconstruction of the entire
vector; 2) overwriting the changed parts of the vector; 3)
inserting the entire new vector. The delta() only inserts
new nodes on the parts of the tree that changed, not requiring
any additional reconstruction or copy.
Note that it does not matter for the memory footprint which
method is used: both methods will use the compression tree
in the same manner. It is merely an optimization that saves a
significant amount of memory operations.
Listing 5 describes the code for the recursive delta func-
tion. Note that this version does not allow a delta beyond the
length of the vector, i.e. it requires offset + |D|≤|V|.
For the full version we refer to the source code1, but the
version in this paper is enough to convey the concept.
In line 3 we simply return the existing vector in the case the
delta is empty. If we are currently on a root node, obtain the
node in line 5 from the rootMap. In line 7, if we are updating
a data node of length 1, we simply return the change the delta
applies. Otherwise, we get the node from the dataMap. Line
10 selects the map we will use from now on. Lines 11–17
handles vectors up to length 2. Line 18 determines the largest
power of two smaller than the length of the vector we are
modifying. If the offset is lower than that (line 19), the left
part of the vector is touched, so we recursively call delta()
to update the left part in line 21. If the right part is touched as
well, we do the same for the right part in line 24. If only the
right part is touched, we update only the right part in line 27.
We conclude by inserting the node into the map and returning
the resulting StateID in line 29. As an example, fig. 3 shows
how a delta gh is applied to the vector abcdef from fig. 2
at offset 2.
1The source code of dtree can be found at https://github.com/bergfi/dtree.
E. Recursive delta updates
We have seen how we can upload and download states to
the model checker, both in full and partially. Using these basic
building blocks, we can make a more interesting concept:
recursive delta updates. The basic idea is that a state can
contain a StateID that is associated with a non-root state. And
thus the state is the root state in a tree of states. These are
called sub-states because they could well be states of processes
of which the combined state is the root state.
To illustrate this, we constructed a small model using pro-
cesses in Listing 6. Here we implement getNextStates()
and getInitial() that the model checker requires to
explore the state space of a model as defined in section II-A.
Figure 5 illustrates what a complete state looks like. The
important lines are 12, 13 and 17, where we obtain the value
of i of the current process (12), change it (13) and create a
new sub-state with the changed value (17).
This is much like the COLLAPSE method of SPIN [11].
SPIN supports a varying number of processes by having
exactly this kind of structure: a root state with indices to
indicate the state of individual processes. Just as COLLAPSE,
this allows to leverage the fact that duplicate processes share
states.
Listing 6 Four processes counting from 0 to 9 and wrapping.
1 struct Process
2 hword pc; # program counter
3 hword i; # some variable
4
5 struct SV {
6 hword n; // number of processes
7 StateID p[];
8
9 getNextStates(StateID rootID) {
10 SV sv = MC.get(rootID) # NOTE: full state
11 for(p in [0..sv.n])
12 hword proc_i = MC.get(sv.p[p], &Process:i, 1)
13 proc_i = (proc_i + 1) % 10;
14 sv.p[p] = MC.delta( sv.p[p], &Process:i
15 , proc_i, false);
16 hword offset = &SV::p[p] # offset to p[p]
17 MC.delta(rootID, offset, updatedP);
18
19 StateID getInitial(StateID rootID) {
20 Process p = {1,0} # pc is 1, i is 0
21 StateID initP = MC.insert(p)
22 SV rootState = {4, initP, initP, initP, initP}
23 return MC.insert(rootState)
Fig. 5 Every is a StateID. Using recursive state indexing,
we can describe the state as a tree of states.
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F. A note on the difference to treedbs
Fig. 6 Treedbs tree.
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The formed compression tree is dif-
ferent from treedbs in a crucial way.
The tree of treedbs is always bal-
anced [4], but has the downside that it
is more cumbersome in some cases to
apply a delta without reconstructing the
state, because recursing the tree is not
guaranteed to home in on a consecutive
part of the state. For example in fig. 6, 4 maps to afg .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
To be able to compare to treedbs, we have two options:
1) initialise treedbs with the length of the largest state and
pad others with 0’s; 2) initialise treedbs for the most com-
mon length and use a different storage component for other
lengths. We implemented both options we call treedbsmod and
treedbs_푆, where 푆 is the other storage component. Without
these measures, treedbs would not support variable-length
states and could not run the variable-length experiments.
We also compare to std::unordered_map of the STL
library surrounded by an std::mutex, and a concurrent
hash map [1]. We could not make Compact Tree into a DMC
storage component because it needs a 64-bit index and the
DMC API reserves only 48 bits for that purpose.
In addition to comparing these storages to themselves, we
compare DMC to the multicore implementation of LTSmin
3.0.2 with both treedbs and Compact Tree, both parallel DFS
and BFS, using 64 threads. We also compare to SPIN 6.5.1
using COLLAPSE and parallel BFS with 63 threads, as that
is their maximum. This gives us a baseline of where the
performance of our model checker DMC as a whole is.
We ran DMC at 64 threads for a fair comparison, but it can
use any number of threads. We tried both the DFS and BFS
strategy for LTSmin, but these showed only minor difference.
We will show the results for BFS, as we run SPIN using BFS
as well and DMC currently only has a BFS search core.
A. Test scenarios
We modified SpinS [16] to emit models that implement the
API of DMC for models from the BEEM database [17]. For
SPIN, these states could be of varying length, but SpinS emits
fixed-length states models since its primary target is PINS for
LTSmin. Thus, these tests do not use the delta API, but only
insert and get complete states. Of these models, we include the
results for 118 models. Other models could not be compared
because either they have a -1 value (treedbs and Compact Tree
do not support that, e.g. GEAR.1), the Promela could not be
translated (e.g. TRAIN-GATE.1) or they are too large for the
settings (e.g. PUBLIC_SUBSCRIBE.5).
The design of dtree is meant for software that uses dy-
namic memory. To test this we implemented three models:
1) a model that implements a concurrent hash map with a
number of inserts [1]; 2) a model of the concurrent Michael
Scott queue [18] with various enqueue (E) and dequeue (D)
operations; 3) a model of a sorted linked list (SSL).
Fig. 7 DMC/dtree compared to LTSmin/treedbs (a,d), LTSmin/compact (b,e) and SPIN (c,f) on runtime (a,b,c) and bytes per state (d,e,f)
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B. Fixed-length state models
The hardware we ran our experiments on is “caserta”2, a
Dell R930 with 2TiB of RAM and four E7-8890-v4 CPUs.
Each CPU has 24 cores, 60MiB of L3 cache and 512GiB of
RAM, offering 96 physical cores in total.
We opted to omit the results for std::unordered_map
and cchm as in all cases they perform significantly worse.
The results for the comparison to LTSmin and SPIN us-
ing models from the BEEM database are shown in fig. 7
and table II. When looking at fig. 7a, we can see that the
combination of DMC with dtree is nearing the performance
of LTSmin with treedbs time-wise. There are a number of
outliers in both directions, but in the more time-consuming
models one can see that LTSmin with treedbs has the edge
over DMC, still. In terms of bytes per state (fig. 7d) we see
a similar result. This shows in the total runtime and B/states
as well: LTSmin/treedbs takes 20% less time and 23% less
memory on average.
The comparison to Compact Tree follows the same trend
time-wise (fig. 7b). Compact Tree clearly outperforms dtree
in terms of bytes per state (fig. 7e). The use of a Cleary table
for the root map is a clear winner.
Figure 7c compares DMC/dtree to SPIN with parallel
BFS. Here, we see that DMC/dtree has the edge over SPIN,
time-wise. Figure 7f compares DMC/dtree to SPIN with
2Sponsored by 3TU Big Software on the Run project, http://www.3tu-bsr.nl/
COLLAPSE, but without parallel BFS. These cannot be run
together. Even then, SPIN with COLLAPSE is outperformed
by DMC/dtree in all benchmarks.
Comparing the storage components of DMC between them-
selves (table II), we see no major difference except that dtree
loses in terms of bytes per state. The different compression
tree is a likely cause: using the power-of-two split on average
results in a less balanced tree than treedbs. For example for a
state of length 18, dtree would split it 16|2, whereas treedbs
would split 8|10 [4]. On average, this results in a deeper tree
and thus on average a delta update requires more new nodes.
These numbers also tell us that DMC has room for improve-
ment, since dtree performs similarly to treedbs in multiple
configurations, but overall is outperformed by LTSmin.
Table II Totals for 118 models from the BEEM database.
Tool TotalTime (s)
Average
B/state
SPIN (collapse) 6081 71.8
SPIN (bfspar) 1050 146
DMC/treedbs_cchm 780 8.98
DMC/treedbsmod 773 8.98
DMC/treedbs_stdmap 749 8.98
DMC/dtree 748 11.7
LTSmin/treedbs 598 8.98
LTSmin/compact 428 4.98
C. Variable-length state models
The results for variable-length state models are shown in
table III. Figure 8 shows the variety of vector sizes in a few
models. SLL and Hashmap (9) resemble MSQ and Hashmap
(8), respectively. Overall, dtree is clearly the faster of the
three storages. It is up to 44 times faster than treedbs_cchm
and 1.2–2.9 times faster than treedbsmod. The slow times of
treedbs_cchm are largely caused by the slower cchm that is
used for states of lengths other than the root state so the results
have to be interpreted as such. For treedbsmod, we see the
downside of padding with zeroes: with increased state-length
variance, the overhead increases and performance drops.
Regarding compression, we notice treedbs_cchm is actually
better for the MSQ and Sorted Linked List models. This can be
explained by looking at the variance of the distribution of state
lenghts. The root state length is so dominant that the overhead
of uncompressed cchm entries is less than the overhead of
the less balanced tree that dtree uses. When we look at the
Hashmap model, which has a significantly higher variance, we
see that treedbs_cchm requires an order of magnitude more
space. Here, treedbs stores only states of length 20 and all
others are stored in the sub-storage cchm, which does not
compress states.
In general these results show that dedicated support for
variable-length outperforms padding zeroes (treedbsmod) and
offloading other-sized vectors (treedbs_cchm). An increase of
variance in state-length increases the advantage of dtree.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented dtree, a concurrent variable-length state stor-
age component that stores states in a compression tree. It
allows partial reconstruction of states and incremental updates
to parts of states without reconstructing the entire states. To
showcase dtree, we implemented DMC Model Checker.
In order to compare to LTSmin, we have to limit dtree to
only fixed-length complete-state changes. With this limitation,
DMC as a whole can only approach the performance of fixed-
length state model checker LTSmin, sacrificing 20–23%. It is
still outclassed by Compact Tree in terms of bytes per state. In
the same tests, DMC with dtree is faster and provides a higher
compression than SPIN. Even though DMC nor dtree are
particularly optimized for fixed-length complete-state changes,
the performance overall is reasonable.
Fig. 8 The number of states (y-axis) inserted of a certain length
in hwords (x-axis). The length of the root state is highlighted.
(a) MSQ 3E+3E (b) Hashmap 8/64
Table III Experiments that use the delta API of DMC. Map
scale X-Y(-Z) means 2푋 rootmap nodes, 2푌 datamap nodes,
2푍 entries for the sub-storage. treedbs(퐿) and treedbsmod(퐿)
mean they are initialized for states of length 퐿 (in hwords).
Model Storage Map Scale Time B/state
treedbs_cchm(18) 32-30-24 4917.33s 8.03
treedbsmod(32) 32-30 469.86s 9.16
M
SQ
3E
+3
D
dtree 32-30 392.45s 9.16
treedbs_cchm(20) 34-32-24 2497.33s 8.97
treedbsmod(78) 34-32 777.18s 24.86
SL
L
(6
in
se
rt
s)
dtree 34-32 416.22s 12.89
treedbs_cchm(18) 28-28-28 187.01s 1072.95
treedbsmod(258) 28-28 65.18s 75.62
H
as
hm
ap
(8
in
se
rt
s)
dtree 28-28 24.01s 55.00
treedbs_cchm(18) 34-32-30 21171.64s 1137.57
treedbsmod(274) 34-32 1391.79s 75.62
H
as
hm
ap
(9
in
se
rt
s)
dtree 34-32 477.25s 54.30
Without the limitation of fixed-length complete-state
changes, we can make use of the partial reconstruction and
incremental update API. We implemented three variable-length
state vector models that make full use of it. These models show
that dtree is up to 2.9 times faster than LTSmin’s treedbs and
results in higher compression. Overall this shows dtree is a
step up for variable-length state models, while not forgoing
fixed-length support.
This research is part of the ongoing research towards creat-
ing a software model checker for integration into a continuous
pipeline. With the advent of dtree3, we are now one step closer.
We can keep the heap as a flat vector of memory or we can
model the heap as a tree of states and dtree can recursively
access only the parts needed.
A. Future work
We have seen that Compact Tree outperforms dtree. Com-
pact Tree uses a Cleary table for its root map. To improve
dtree, we can investigate if we can leverage such a table, since
Compact Tree as is uses a 64-bit index and the DMC API
currently has only 48 bits available for the state index.
DMC still needs to improve as well. For example, the
search core of DMC is a simple parallel BFS, lacking a more
sophisticated work-stealing algorithm. Implementing such a
feature would improve the performance of DMC as a whole.
We aim to use DMC as the core for our upcoming multi-
core software model checker LLMC. The purpose of LLMC is
to model check LLVM IR assembly code. To model the stack
and heap, dtree lends itself perfectly. We can then compare
the resulting implementation with DIVINE.
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